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Losses from weeds in soybeanscan be 
serious. Annual broadleaves uch as sunflower, 
velvetleaf, or cockleburare difficult to control. 
Most perennial weeds cannot be controlled. 
Herbicidesare an aid to a good rotation, pro­
per seedbed preparation, andcultivation. 
HerbicideSuggestions 
Information in this publication is based on 
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station 
research and other research or observations. 
Herbicidesare included only after the chemical 
is registered by the EnvironmentalProtection 
Agency(EPA) as to residue tolerances in crops 
used for food or teed. 
The information does not imply a guarantee or 
responsibilitytor results. The use of tradenames 
is for readerconvenience and does not imply 
product endorsement. Thelabel should be con­
sidered the final guide. Usersare responsible 
for following all label directions and precau­
tions. 
WeedProblems.Weedsare grouped as small­
seeded annual broadleaves (kochia, lambs­
quarters, pigweed, etc), annual grasses (green 
or yellow foxtail, etc), or perennial weeds. Con­
trol is rated poor, fair, good, very good, or ex­
cellent for each category of weeds. 
SpecialWeedProblems.A section for '' Spe­
cial Weed Problems" givesthe best treatments 
tor each weed. 
Herbicides.Most herbicides are listed by 
tradename. Thecommon name is also included 
in the heading in parentheses. Only the common 
FOLLOWTHE LABEL 
Federal regulations make it unlawful 
for any person to use an herbicide in a 
manner inconsistent with its labeling. 
Thisincludes the kind of crop and weed; 
rate, carrier, and other application direc­
tions; storage, disposal, and protective 
clothing; or other precautions stated. 
nameis used when the same active ingredient is 
availablein several products. 
Treatments listed under '' Soybean Her­
bicides' are those considered to be useful for 
most situations in South Dakota. Those listed 
under " Other Soybean Herbicides" may be 
useful for special problems, are inadequately 
tested, or have given less consistent perfor­
mance. 
Rate.Ratesfor each treatment are stated as 
the amount of product per acre. All rates are on 
a broadcastbasis; adjust accordingly for band 
application. 
Time to Apply.Herbicidesmay be applied: 
EARLYPREPLANT: Surface applications usually 
2 to 6 weeks before planting in no-till systems. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED:before the crop is 
planted, incorporateas directed. 
SHALLOWPREPLANT preplantINCORPORATED: 
incorporated, but herbicide is usually restricted 
to the top 1 to 2 inches of soil with single-pass 
incorporation. 
PREEMERGENCE:after planting, but before crop 
or weeds emerge. 
POSTEMERGENCE: after the crop or weeds have 
emerged. 
Band vs. Broadcast 
One cultivation is usually needed with broad­
cast applications. Bandingreduces the cost per 
acre and usually replaces one or two row 
cultivations. 
Adjust broadcast rates for banding. A 12- to 
14-i nch band is suggested for top planting; a 
7-inch band is suggested tor most deep furrow 
or lister planted crops. 
Drilled Or Solid Seeding 
Drill-planted or solid-seeded soybeans are 
more competitive with weeds after the first 3 to 
4 weeks. 
Early season control is critical. Pre plant or 
preemergencecombinationsare strongly sug­
gestedwhere both annual grasses and broad­
leaves are present. 
Do not use these planting systems if peren­
nialsare a problem. Use the maximum herbicide 
rate for the soil type. 
ReducedTillage Systems 
FurrowAnd Top-plant 
Cropresidue on the surface may distort the 
spray pattern or intercept some of the herbicide. 
Using the maximum rate for the soil type will 
partiallycompensate;however, the amount us­
ed should not exceed labeled rates. Heavy 
residueshould be worked into the soil before 
broadcasting soil-applied treatments. Devicesto 
moveresidue from the row area will improve 
results for band application. 
Do not use preplant incorporated treatments 
with deep furrow or lister planting, as treated 
soil is moved from the row area. For these 
systems, limit band width of preemergence her­
bicidesto the width of the furrow bottom. Check 
herbicide label for restrictions on furrow planted 
crops. 
AbbreviationsUsed 
pt = pint 
qt = quart 
gal = gallon 
lb = pound 
W = wettable powder 
G = granule 
L = liquid 
E = emulsifiableconcentrate 
MT = microtech encapsulated 
OF, OS= dry flowable, dry spray 
and/+ = split application (and) or 
tank-mix ( +) 
act = actual, active, or acid equivalent 
Labeledrates for the range in soil types are 
listed in this publication.Suggestedrates based 
onSDSU tests are also stated. These rates have 
providedacceptableweed control with at least 
onecultivation.Higherrates increase cost per 
acrebut may be justified where heavy weed 
pressureisexpectedor where maximumcontrol 
is desired. 
There is no intent to specify product perfor­
manceguarantees;uch agreements involvethe 
labelerand user. Consult specific labels and 
their accompanying material. 
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SOYBEANHERBICIDES 
Treflan (TRIFLURALIN) 
1-2 pt Treflan 4£ or 5-10 lb Treflan 10G (½-1 lb act) 
Excellent control of most annual grasses and fair control of small-seeded annual broadleaves uch as pigweed and lambs­
quarters. Does not control mustard, nightshade, smartweed, or large-seeded annual broad leaves. Consistent performance. 
Very good crop tolerance. Low rate is for light, low organic matter soil; the high rate is for heavy, clay soil. Rate of 1 ½ pt/A 
has been satisfactory in most SDSU tests. Liquid formulation may be applied in liquid fertilizer or may be impregnated onto 
certain dry fertilizers. Minimum carrier is 5 gpa for ground or air. Carryover may damage oats or sorghum planted the follow­
ing year. 
Liquid or granule formulation may be applied in late fall and incorporated with one fall tillage operation and one pass in the 
spring before planting. Spring application seems best suited for most soybean situations. Liquids usually preferred for 
spring application. Granules appear to fit best for fall applications. Limited data or experience with fall applications in soy­
beans; however, weed control with fall applied granules has been equal to that for spring applied liquid. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED. . Immediate preferred, but may be delayed up to 24 hours if soil Spring application incorporation 
surface is dry and wind is under 10 mph. Incorporateinto the top 2 to 3 inches of soil using a tandem disk with small blades 
set to cut 4 to 6 inches deep operated at 4 to 6 mph, a field cultivator equipped with three or four rows of sweeps spaced no 
more than 7 inches apart, or other suitable equipment. A second incorporation improves uniformity, especially under wet, 
lumpy, or trashy conditions. Follow with a harrow or leveling device. A tandem disk followed by a field cultivator orovides 
good incorporation under a variety of conditions. Improper incorporation reduces control. 
Prowl(PENDIMETHAUN) 
1-3 pt Prowl 4£ (½-1 ½ lb act) 
Excellent control of most annual grasses and fair control of small-seeded annual broadleaves uch as pigweed and lambs­
quarters. Does not control mustard, nightshade, smartweed, or large-seeded annual broad leaves. Consistent performance 
as a pre plant incorporated treatment. Very good crop tolerance if properly incorporated; less tolerance if left on the surface. 
Lower rates are for light, low organic matter soil; the higher rates are for heavy, clay soil. Rate of 2 ½ pt/A has been 
satisfactory in most SDSU tests. Pre plant incorporated applicationsmay be made in liquid fertilizer or impregnated onto cer­
tain dry fertilizers. Minimum carrier is 10 gpa for ground or 5 gpa for air. No label restrictions for crops planted the following 
year. Problems have not been observed under normal conditions. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED. incorporationImmediate preferred, but may be delayed up to 7 days. Incorporate into the top 1 
to 2 inches of soil with a small-bladed tandem disk set to cut 2 to 4 inches deep, field cultivator, or other suitable equipment. 
A second incorporation improves uniformity, especially if no rain was received or under lumpy, trashy conditions. One pass, 
shallow incorporation may be adequate if the soil has been prepared adequately prior to application. Follow with a harrow or 
leveling device. A disk is not suggested for single pass incorporation. Improper incorporation reduces control. 
Sonalan(ETHALFLURALIN) 
1½-3½ pt Sona/an 3E (2/a-11/a lb act) 
Excellent control of most annual grasses; fair to good control of small-seeded annual broadleaves uch as pigweed and 
lambsquarters.Does not give satisfactory control of mustard, smartweed, or large-seeded annual broad leaves. Consistent 
performance.Good crop tolerance in most situations. Performance has been similar to Treflan when amounts of product are 
adjusted to label rates. High rates provide eastern black nightshade suppression and give some added broadleaf control. 
Rate of 2½ pt/A has been satisfactory in most SDSU tests. Use 3 to 3½ pt/A and incorporate with two passes for partial 
nightshade control. May be applied in liquid fertilizer or impregnated on certain dry fertilizers. Minimum carrier is 5 gpa. 
Less soil residual than Treflan; no labeled limitations for common crops the following year. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED. in­Apply within 3 weeks before planting. Incorporate into top 2 to 3 inches of soil. Immediate 
corporation preferred; however, incorporation may be delayed up to 48 hours. Use suitable equipment o provide uniform 
mixing. Second incorporation improves uniformity in the treated soil layer. 
5258/2 
Vernam(VERNOLATE)or Reward (VERNOLATE+ EXTENDER) 
2113-3½ pt VernamlE or 2213-4 pt Reward 6E (2-3 lb act) 
Resultson velvetleaf havebeenvariable; control has been fair in some tests. Vernamand Reward haveprovidedsimilaran­
nual weed control in limited SDSUcomparisonswhen comparedat equal rates of active ingredient.Fair to goodcrop 
tolerance; soybeans outgrowinitial emergencedelayand leaf malformation. Rewardcontainsthe same active ingredientas 
Vernam plus a chemical extenderto lengthen soil residual. This could improveseasonalweedcontrol; especially for early 
applications. Lowrate is for light, low organicmattersoil. Rate of 3 pt/ A Vernamor 3 ½ pt/ A Reward has been usedin most 
SDSU tests. 
Mustbe incorporated immediately 
tandem disk set to cut 4 to 6 inches deep followed bya harrow or leveling device. A second incorporationinsuresuniformity. 
lmporperincorporationreducescontrol. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED. . Incorporateinto top 2 to 3 inches of soil with a small-bladed 
Treflanand/+ Sencoror Lexone (TRIFLURALINAND/+ METRIeuzIN) 
(PENDIMETHALINProwland/+ SencororLexone ANDI+ METRIeuzIN) 
Sonalanand/+ SencororLexone(ETHALFLURALINAND/ + METRIeuzIN) 
1-2 pt Treflan4Eand/+ ½-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 4L or 113-213 lb Sencor or Lexone 75DF(½-1 and/+¼-½ lb act) 
1-2½ pt Prowl 4E and/+ ½-1 pt Sencor orLexone4L or 113-213 lb Sencor orLexone 75DF (½-1¼ and/+¼-½ lb act) 
1¼-3 pt Sona/an3E and/+ ½-1 pt Sencoror Lexone 4L or 113-213lb Sencoror Lexone75DF. 
(½-11/Bandl+ ¼-½lb act) 
Excellentcontrol of severalannual grasses andsmall-seededannualbroadleaves. Fair to good control of some large-seeded 
annualbroad leaves. Ofthe soil appliedtreatments, metribuzingivesbest annual broadleavedcontrol.Fair crop tolerance. 
Risk of injury frommetribuzinon variable, sandy, highpH, loworganicmatter soils or on clay knolls. Do not use on soil that 
is sandy, has a pH over 7.4, or less than 1% organicmatter. Cold, wet soil conditions that slowcrop emergence increase 
risk of injury. Combinedeffectsof metribuzin with atrazine carryovercan produceseriouscrop injury. Uselower rates for 
light, lower organic mattersoils. Higherrates are for heavy, clay, low pH soils. 
Speciallabelingfor Sencor + Treflanoncalcareous oil provides for the use of Sencor at 1/3to ½ lb 75DF or ½ to ¾ pt 4L 
per acre for wild mustard, lambsquarters,andpigweed; including the use of 113lb 75DF or ½ pt 4L per acre regardlessof 
soil pH. 
. Tank-mix as for Treflan or Prowl or Sonalanalone 
limited, but may giveslightly less controlof large-seeded annual broad leavesand have slightlyless crop tolerancethan split 
overlay application. Maximummetribuzinrateis 3/8 lb/ A active for most soils. Rates of 1 ½ pt Treflan or 2½ pt Prowl or 2½ 
pt Sonalan + Sencoror Lexoneat ¾ pt of 4L or ½ lb of 75DF formulationper acre have been satisfactory in most SDSU 
tests. More convenient han split overlayapplicationand good choice for small-seeded broadleaves. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED . Incorporate . Bestperformanceif rainfall very 
AND PREEMERGENCE 
porate as for each herbicideused alone. ApplySencoror Lexone preemergenceafter planting. MaximumSencoror Lexone 
rate is ¾ to 1 pt of 4L or½ to 213 lb of 75DF formulation per acre. Slightlybetter crop tolerancethanfor preplant tank-mix but 
requiresa secondapplication. 
SPLIT PREPLANT INCORPORATED . Applyusualrate of Treflan or Prowl or Sonalan preplantandincor­
SPLIT TANK-MIX PREPLANTINCORPORATED Incorporatea tank-mix of the usual rate of Treflan orAND PREEMERGENCE. 
Prowl with Sencoror Lexoneas for the preplant incorporatedtreatment. ApplyadditionalSencoror Lexone preemergence 
after planting. Rates for the additional Sencoror Lexone for most soil are from ¼ to ¾ pt of 4L or 1 /6 to ½ lb of 75DF for­
mulationperacre. Rates of ½ pt of 4L or 1/3lb of 75DF Sencor or Lexone formulationper acre have been used as the overlay 
in most SDSU tests. Providesbetter.crop tolerance when higher Sencoror Lexone rates are needed for better control of 
weedssuchas velvetleaf. Promisingfor specialsituations. Followsoil precautions carefully. 
525B/3 
TreflanandLorox(TRIFLURAUNANDuNuRON) 
SonalanandLorox(ETHALFLURAUNANDuNuRoN) 
Prowland Lorox (PENDIMETHAUNAND uNuRON) 
1-2pt Treflan 4£ and ½-2 lb Lorox 50W or ½-2 pt Lorox 4L (½-1 and¼-1 lb act) 
1¼-3 pt Sona/an 3£ and 1-5 pt Lorox 4L (½-1 118 and ½-2½ lb act) 
1-2½ pt Prowl 4£ and 1-2½ lb Lorox 50W or 1-2½ pt Lorox 4L (½-1¼ and ½-1¼ lb act) 
Excellentcontrolof annual grassesand very goodcontrol of severalsmall-seededannualbroadleaves. Fair control of certain 
large-seededbroadleaves. Lorox rate of 2 lb of 50W or 1 qt of 4L formulation peracre has been used in most SDSUtests. 
Lowrates for lighter, low organicmattersoil. Slightlylessrisk of injury than with metribuzin combinations. Plant seed 1¾ 
inchesdeep.Do not use on sands. Do not incorporate Lorox.Combinedeffectsof Lorox with atrazine carryovercancause 
seriouscrop injury. 
ANDPREEMERGENCE. Incorporateusualrateof Treflan or Sonalan or Prowl beforeplan­
ting andapply Lorox preemergence. Followapplicationdirections and precautions as for Treflan, Prowl, Sonalanor Lorox 
used alone. 
SPLIT PREPLANT INCORPORATED 
Treflanand/+ Amiben(TRIFLURAuNANDI+ cHLORAMBEN) 
Prowland/+ Amtben(PENDIMETHAUNANDI+ cHLORAMBEN) 
Sonalanand/+ Amiben(ETHALFLURAUNANDI + cHLORAMBEN) 
1½-2 pt Treflan4£ and/+ 4-6 qt Amiben 1.8L or 2.4-3.6 lb Amiben 75DS(¾-1 and/+ 1.8-2.7 lb act) 
1 ½-2½ pt Prowl4£ and/+ 4 qt Amiben 1.8Lor 2.4 lb Amiben 75DS(¾-1 ¼ and/+ 1.8 lb act) 
1¼-3 pt Sona/an 3£ and/ + 4-6 qt Amiben 1.8L or 2.4-3.6 lb Amiben75DS (½-1 1 /8 and/ + 1.8-2.7 lb act) 
Excellentcontrolof several annualgrasses. Goodto very good control of several small-seededannualbroadleavesuchas 
Russian thistle, kochia, and lambsquarters. Fair control of several arge-seededannual broad leaves.Sonalanat high rate+ 
Amiben provides fair to good nightshadecontrol.Verygood crop tolerance. Weedcontroland crop toleranceaffectedless by 
soil variation thanfor linuron or metribuzin. Minimumcarrieris 10 gpa. Refer to sectionsfor Treflan or Prowl or Amiben or 
SonaIan. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED ix. Incorporate l or Sonalan alone. Shallow incorporation with . Tank-m as for Treflanor Prow 
Prowl preferred to deeperincorporation. Broadleaf control lessthan for split application except with extremelylimited rain­
fall. Split applicationpreferredfor most situations. 
SPLITPREPLANTINCORPORATED . Incorporatenormalrateof Treflan or Prowlor SonalanbeforeANDPREEMERGENCE 
plantingand apply Amibenpreemergence. RainfallrequiredforAmiben. Slightlybetter broadleaf controlthanpreplantank­
mix. Preferredapplicationmethod.Amibenmay be banded to reducecost. 
Lasso(ALACHLOR) 
2-3½ qt Lasso 4£ or 4MT or 16-26 lb Lasso II 15G(broadcast)(2-3½ lb act) 
Very good to excellent controlof several annualgrassesand fair controlof pigweed with high rates and favorable conditions. 
Usefulfor special weedproblemssuchas nightshadeor nutsedge. Consistenton annualgrasseswhen rainfall or soil 
moisturerequirementsaremet. Excellent croptolerance.Lowrate is for light, low organic mattersoil; the high rate is for 
heavy clay soil. Rates of 2½ to 3 qt Lasso or 18 to 20 lb Lasso II per acre (broadcast)havebeen satisfactory in most 
preemergenceSDSUtests. Preplantsprayor preemergence applicationsmaybe applied in liquid fertilizer. Preplantspray 
applicationmay be impregnatedontocertaindry fertilizers. Use2½ to 4 qt/ A where soybeansareplantedinto high amounts 
of crop residue in minimumtillagesystems. Minimumcarrieris 10 gpa for ground. LassoMT is a micro encapsulatedfor­
mulationcontaining4 lb/gal. It has improved mixingqualitieswith fertilizer. Use and performanceis similarto Lasso 4E. 
Granuleor spray formulationsappearequallyeffective. Granulesareappliedto the soil surfacebehindthe press wheel. Ad­
just granule ratefor banding. Followhandlingdirections. Useprotectiveclothingincludingfaceshield, rubbergloves, and 
boots when mixing.No carryover. 
5258/4 
Lasso(continued) 
SHALLOWPREPLANTINCORPORATED.Incorporateinto top 2 inchesof soil within 7 days of plantingusing with a fieJd 
cultivator, shallow disk, multiweeder, or othersuitableequipmentduringfinal seedbedpreparation. Flextineharrowis not
satisfactory. Will improvecontrolwhenrainfallis very limitedbut givesslightly lesscontrolthanpreemergenceapplication
with adequaterainfall. Some rainfallimprovesresults. Proper incorporationmaybe difficult with trashy, lumpyseedbed.
Deeperincorporationreducesannualgrasscontrol.Use1 pt/A moreLassothanfor preemergence.Rateof 3½ qt/A Lasso
has beenusedin mosttests. Furrow planterswill movetreatedsoil from rowarea. 
PREEMERGENCE. Requires ½ to ¾ inch rainfallwithin oneweekafter application.Usea harrow or rotary hoeif weeds
emergebeforerainfallis received. Travelthe samedirectionas the rows if banded. 
EARLYPOSTEMERGENCE. Primarily for situationswhereunanticipated elayspreventedpreplantor preemergenceapplica­
tion. Will notcontrolemergedweeds. Applybeforesoybeanshavemorethantwotrueleaves.Donotapplyin liquidfertilizer. 
Dual(METOLACHLOR) 
1 ½-3 pt DualBEor 6-12 lb Dual25G(broadcast)1½-3 lb act) 
Verygoodto excellentcontrolof several annual grassesandfair control of pigweed with highratesandfavorableconditions.
Useful for special weed problemssuch as nightshadeor nutsedge. Consistent on annualgrasseswhen rainfallor soil
moisturerequirementsare met. Excellent croptolerance. Lowratesarefor light, low organicmattersoil; the highrateis for
heavyclaysoil. Rates of 2½ to 3 pt Dualor 10 to 12 lb Dual25G(broadcast)havebeensatisfactoryin mostSDSUtests.
Spray may beapplied in liquidfertilizer. Preplant incorporatedapplicationsmaybeimpregnatedontocertaindry fertilizers.
Minimum carrier is 10gpafor groundand2 gpafor air. Limited dataongranule formulation ..Adjustgranuleratefor band.
Granules are applied to the soil surfacebehindthe presswheel. No carryover. 
EARLYPREPLANTSURFACE.Referto Dual in No-Tillsection. 
SHALLOWPREPL.ANT INCORPORATED. Incorporateinto top 2 inchesof soil with a field cultivator, shallowdisk, or other 
suitable equipmentduringfinalseedbedpreparationandwithin 14 days beforeplanting. Will improveresultswhenrainfallis
verylimitedbutgivesslightlylesscontrolthanpreemergenceapplicationwithadequaterainfall. Proper incorporationmaybe
difficult with trashy, lumpyseedbed.Deeperincorporationreducesannualgrasscontrol. Use maximumratefor soil type. 
PREEMERGENCE. Requires ½ to ¾ inch rainfallwithin oneweekafter application.Usea harrow or rotary hoeif weeds
emergebeforerainfall is received. Travelsamedirectionas the rowsif banded. 
Amiben(CHLORAMBEN) 
1-1½ gal Amiben1.BLor 2.4-3.6 lb Amiben75DSor 20-30 lb Amiben 10G(broadcast)(1.8-2.7 lb act) 
Goodcontrolof severalannualgrassesand goodto very goodcontrolof somesmall-seeded annualbroadleavesuchas
pigweed, lambsquarters, or smartweed. VerygoodRussianthistlecontrolin sometests. Variable controlof velvetleaf. Does
notcontrolsunflower. Some erraticresults. Rainfall critical. Goodcroptolerance.Somestuntingnotedwith heavyrainfallat
emergence. Sprayor granule formsappearequallyeffective. Granulesareappliedto soil surfacebehindthe presswheel.
Lowratefor light, low organicmattersoil. .Amiben ratesof 6 qt or 3.6 lb of 75DSformulationperacrehavebeensatisfactory
in most SDSUtests. Preplantor preemergenceapplicationsmaybemadein liquid fertilizercarrier. Minimumcarrier is 10
gpafor groundand 3 to 5 gpafor air. 
SH.ALLOWPREPLANTINCORPORATED. Weed control lessthanfor preemergenceapplicationexceptunderextremelydry
conditions. Incorporatebeforeplantinginto the top 2 inchesof soil with shallowdisk or othersuitableequipment. 
PREEMERGENCE. Preferredapplicationmethod.Musthave½-1 inchof rainfallwithinoneweekafterapplication. Userotary
hoeor harrowif rainfallis not receivedwithin 3 to 5 days. 
POSTEMERGENCE+ CROPOIL. Apply whensoybeansarein the crackingto fourthtrifoliatestage. Use Amibenat 6 qt 1.8L 
or 3.6 lb 75DSplus 1 qt crop oil concentrateper acre. Rainfall requiredfor residualcontrol.Primarilyfor certainannual
broadleaves. Smallgrassesmaybecontrolledif moistureconditionsarefavorable. Resultsfor otherweedsimprovedwith
useof harrow or rotary hoe. Controlsor suppresses1- to 8-inchvelvetleaf; 1- to 3-inchsmartweedor pigweed. Primarily for
specialsituations.Limitedtests. Watercarrieronly. Do not applylaterthan 33 daysafter planting. 
525B/5 
Lassoand/+ Sencoror Lexone (ALACHL0RAN01+ METR1euz1N) 
Dual and/+ Sencoror Lexone (MET0LACHL0RAN01+ METR1euz1N) 
2-3 qt lasso 4E or 4MT and I+ ½-1 pt Sencor or lexone 4l or 113-213lb Sencor or Lex one 75DF 
(2-3 and/+ ¼-½ lb act) 
1 ¼-2 ½ pt Dual BE and I+ ½-1 pt Sencor or lex one 4l or 113-213lb Sencor or lex one 75DF 
(1¼-2½ and/+ ¼-½ lb act) 
Very good to excellent control of several annual grasses and small-seeded annual broadleaves. Fair to very good control of 
some large-seeded annual broadleaves. Metribuzin gives best annual broadleaf control of soil applied treatments. Fair crop 
tolerance. Risk of injury from metribuzin on variable, sandy, high pH, low organic matter soils or on clay knolls. Do not use 
on soil that is sandy, has a pH over 7 .4, or has less than 1 % organic matter. Cold, wet soil conditions that slow emergence 
increase risk of injury. Combinedeffects of metribuzin with atrazine carryover can produce serious crop injury. Use lower 
rates for light, lower organic matter soils. Higher rates are for heavy, clay, low pH soils. Sencor or Lexone at½ pt of 4L or 1/3 
lb of 75DF formulation per acre(¼ lb/A active) usually gives satisfactory control of light infestations of many small-seeded 
broadleavesand reduces risk of injury .Special abeling for Sencor + Lasso in calcareous oil provides for the use of Sencor 
at 1/J to ½ lb 75DF or ½ to ¾ pt 4L per acre for wild mustard, lambsquarters, and pigweed, including the use of 113 lb 75DF 
or ½ pt 4L per acre regardless of soil pH. Use maximum r3te for soil type for best control of weeds like sunflower or 
velvetleaf. May be applied in liquid fertilizer carrier. Minimum carri-er is 10 gpa for ground equipment or 2 gpa for Dual with 
aerial equipment. 
EARLY PREPLANT SURFACE.Dual or Lasso plus Sencor only. Refer to No-Till section. 
SHALLOWPREPLANT . Tank-mix as for Lasso or Dual alone. Will improve results when rainfall INCORPORATED . Incorporate 
is very limited, but gives slightly less control than preemergence application with adequate rainfall. There is slightly less 
tolerance to metribuzin applied in this manner. Maximum metribuzin rate for most soils is 3/ 8 lb/A active. Rates of 2½ qt 
Lasso or 2 pt Dual + Sencor or Lexone at ¾ pt of 4L or ½ lb of 75DF formulation per acre have been satisfactory in most 
SDSU tests. Use higher rate for heavy, clay soil. 
SPLIT PREPLANT INCORPORATED Incorporatethe usual rate of Lasso or Dual shallowly before plant AND PREEMERGENCE. ­
ing. Apply Sencor or Lexone preemergence after planting. Maximum Sencor or Lexone rate is ¾ to 1 pt of 4L or ½ to 213lb of 
75DF. Slightly better crop tolerance than for preplant tank-mix but requires a second application operation. 
SPLIT TANK-MIX PREPLANT INCORPORATED . Incorporatea tank-mix of the usual rate of Lasso or AND PREEMERGENCE 
Dual with Sencor or Lexone as for the preplant incorporated treatment. Apply additional Sencor or Lexone preemergence 
after planting. Rates for additional Sencor or Lexone range from ¼ to ¾ pt of 4L or 1 / 6 to ½ lb 75DF formulation per acre. 
Rate of ½ pt of 4L or 1/3lb of 75DF Sencor or Lexone formulation per acre has been used as the overlay in most SDSU tests. 
Allows for better crop tolerance when higher Sencor or Lexone rates are needed for better control of weeds such as 
velvetleaf. Promising tor special situations where broad leaves are serious. Follow label directions carefully. 
PREEMERGENCE.Tank-mix. Must have ½ to ¾ inch rainfall within one week. Metribuzin applied preemergence gives 
slightly better control of broadleaves and has slightly better crop tolerance than preplant incorporated. Maximum metribuzin 
rate is ½ lb/ A active for most heavy soils. Rates of 2 qt Lasso or 2 pt Dual + Sencor or Lex one at ¾ to 1 pt of 4L or ½ to 213 
lb of 75DF formulation per acre have been satisfactory in most SDSU tests. More convenient han split application. 
Lasso + Lorox(ALACHL0R+ uNuR0N) 
Dual + Lorox(MET0LACHL0R+ uNuRoN) 
1½-3 qt Lasso 4E or 4MT + 1-3 lb Lorox 50W or 1-3 pt Lorox 4l (1½-3 + ½-1½ lb act) 
1 ¼-2 ½ pt Dual BE + 1-3 lb Lorox 50W or 1-3 pt Lorox 4l (1 ¼-2 ½ + ½-1½ lb act) 
Tank-mix. Very good to excellent control of several annual grasses. Very good control of several small-seeded annual 
broadleaves.Fair control of some large-seeded annual broadleaves. Good crop tolerance. More risk on light soil. Low rates 
are far light, low organic matter soils. Higher Lorox rates improve control of some large-seeded broadleaves, but increase 
risk of injury. Slightly less risk of injury than with metribuzin combinations. Rates of 2 qt Lasso or 2 pt Dual + Lorox at 2 lb 
of 50W or 2 pt of 4L formulation per acre have been satisfactory in most SDSU tests. Do not use on sandy soils. Combined ef­
fects of Lorox with atrazine carryover can produce serious crop injury. May be applied in liquid fertilizer. Plant seed at least 
1¾ inch deep. Ground application. 
PREEMERGENCE. As tor Lasso or Dual alone. Do not incorporate. 
5258/6 
Lasso and/+ Amiben(ALACHLORAN01+ cHLORAMBEN) 
Dualand/+ Amiben(METOLACHLOR cHLORAMBEN)AN01+ 
2 qt Lasso 4£ or 4MT and/+ 4 qt Amiben or 2.4 lb Amiben 75DS (2 and/+ 1.8 lb act) 
1½-2½ pt Dual 8£ and/+ 4-6 qt Amibenor 2.4-3.6 lb Amiben 750S (1½-2½ and/+ 1.8-2.7 lb act) 
Very good to excellent control of several annual grasses. Very good control of several small-seeded annualbroad leaves. Fair 
controlof some large-seeded annual broad leaves. Very good crop tolerance. Weedcontrol and crop tolerance affected less 
by soil variation than with linuron or metribuzin combinations.Low rates are for light, low organic matter soil. Rates of 2 qt 
Lasso or 2 pt Dual + Amibenat 4 qt or 2.4 lb of 75DS formulation per acre have been satisfactory in most SDSU tests. High 
.Amibenrate improves control of some large-seeded broadleaves.Apply as for Lasso or Dualalone. 
ALLOW PREPLANT INCORPOR.ATED SH. . . Tank-mix. Incorporate as for Lasso or Dual alone. Rates of 2½ qt Lasso or 2 pt Dual 
per acre have been satisfactory in most shallow incorporated tests with this combination. 
. Tank-mixPREEMERGENCE . Preferred application method for most situations. 
SPLIT PREPLANT INCORPOR.ATEDAND PREEMERGENCE. . IncorporateDual or Lasso shallow preplant incorporated and apply 
Amiben preemergence .. Amiben may be banded to reduce cost. 
Basagran(BENTAZON) 
¾-1 qt Basagran 4L (¾-1 lb act) 
POSTEMERGENCE. Excellentcontrol of cockleburand very good control of small sunflower and velvetleaf. Pigweed, 
nightshade, and kochia usually are not controlled. Weeds should be small for best results. Soybeansare usually in the 
unifoliate to 2-trifoliate leaf stage but are tolerant at all growth stages. Excellent crop tolerance. Some leaf margin burn may 
occurif plants are under stress. Best results under good growing conditions;less effective under low humidity or dry condi­
tions. Rainfall within 8 hours reduces effectiveness. 
The low rate is for cocklebur under 6 inches, velvetleaf under 2 inches, or sunflower or mustard under 4 inches. High rate is 
for larger weeds but before cocklebur is 10 inches, velvetleaf 5 inches, or sunflower or mustard6 to 7 inches. Best 
sunflower control in S DSU tests is with split application of 1 ½ pt/ A followed by 1 pt/ A 10-14 days later. Late season treat­
ment of two applications of ¾ qt/ A applied 10 to 14 days apart or a single application of 1 ½ qt/ A will give partial control of 
cocklebur up to 24 inches. 
Primarily contact action. Good coverage important.Minimum carrier is 20 gpa for ground or 5 gpa for air with minimum of 40 
psi boom pressure. Do not use flood-jet nozzles. Verysmall amounts of 2,4-D or Banvel contamination in tank, hoses, boom, 
or container can cause severe damage. Do not cultivate for 3 to 5 days after application. See special weed problem section 
for perennial weed control. 
Petroleum-basenon-phytotoxicoil concentrate is suggested for somesituations. Oil is suggested for velvetleaf, ragweed, 
and lambsquarters. Not required for cocklebur. Maximum oil rate is 1 qt/A for ground and 1 pt/A for air. Crop leaf burn is 
usually not increased except with very high temperature or high humidity. 
Blazer(Ac1FLUORFEN) 
1 ½-2 pt Blazer 2L (3/8-1 /2 lb act) 
POSTEMERGENCE.Goodto excellent control of certain annual broadleaves, including black nightshade, pigweed, and wild 
mustard. Results on velvetleaf and cocklebur are more variable. Topgrowth burn on field bindweed and Canada thistle has 
been satisfactory in most situations. Some annual grass suppression noted. Fair crop tolerance. Leaf burn or speckling is 
frequentlynoted. Crop recovers rapidly under good growing conditions. Most risk is during times of high humidity and high 
temperature.Delay cultivation tor 7 days before or after application. Rainfallwithin 6 hours reduces control. 
Primarilya contact herbicide. Good coverage is important. Applywhen weeds are in the 2- to 4-leaf stage, usually within 21 
days after crop emergence. Rate of 2 pt/A has been used in most SDSU tests. Add 1 pt of non-ionic surfactant per 100 gal of 
solution.To control escaped grasses at the 2- to 4-leaf stage, lambsquarters,buffalo bur and other hard to control weeds, 
increase the surfactant to 2 to 4 pt per 100 gal of solution. The previous 2S formulation did not require surfactant. Areas may 
be retreated but the total applied should not exceed 4 pt/A. Good coverage important. Do not use flood nozzles. Minimum 
carrier is 20 gpa for ground or 10 gpa for air. Use 40 to 60 psi pressure. Do not apply within 50 days of harvest. 
5258/7 
Basagran+ Blazer(BENTAzoN+ Ac1FLuoRFEN) 
1-2 pt Basagran 4L + 1-2 pt Blazer 2L (½-1 + ¼-½ lb act) 
. Tank-mix.Combination 
Blazerimproves the control of pigweed and lambsquarters. Basagran is best tor velvetleaf or cocklebur. Suggested rates 
vary according to the product label. The rates range from 1 to 2 pt Basagran plus 1 to 2 pt Blazer per acre. The rate may be 
adjustedto about 75% of the normal rate of the herbicide which will give the best control of the predominant weedand about 
50% of the normal rate for the other product. The rate of 1 ½ pint of each is suggested for heavy stands of mixed weed 
species. Use at least 1 pt/ A Basagran in the mixture to control cocklebur up to the 6-leaf stage and at least 1 ½ pt/ A 
Basagran if velvetleaf is a significant problem. The label directions tor rates and use of surfactant or crop oil varies on pro­
duct labels. Non-ionic surfactant at 1 pt per 100 gal of solution should be used tor general application. Surfactant should be 
increased to 2 to 4 pints per 100 gal of solution tor escaped grasses. Crop oil concentrateat 1 pt/ A is suggested tor 
velvetleaf. For most severe weed situations, crop oil may be increased to 1 qt/A ; however risk of foliage burn increases. 
Diammoniumphosphate, commonly available in a water soluble fertilizer (10-34-0) may be used at 1 qt/ A as a replacement 
tor surfactant or crop oil. Velvetleafcontrol is improved. Leaf burn associatedwith crop oil is less apparent. Weeds should 
be under 2 or 3 inches tall tor best results on most weeds. Minimum carrier is 20 gpa tor ground and 1 O gpa tor air. 
POSTEMERGENCE intendedto provide control of more species than either herbicide used alone. 
Poast(SETHOXYDIM) 
½-2½ pt Poast 1.5£ (.1-.5 lb act) 
Very good to excellentcontrol of annual grasses 
Volunteercorn usually requires the higher rates. Provides some short-term suppressionof quackgrass at high rate. Does not 
controlbroadleaves. Excellent crop tolerance. 
POSTEMERGENCE. . Wild proso millet is controlled with lowest rate. 
Growth rate of treated grasses is reduced soon after application. Yellowing, reddening, and tip burn all usually noted within 
3 weeks after application. Rates are½ pt/A for wild proso (4-12 in), 1 pt/A for foxtail (3-8 in), and wild cane (6-18 in), 1 
pt/ A for volunteer corn (6-20 in), 1½ pt/ A for wild oats (2-4 in) and 2½ pt/ A for quackgrass (6-8 in). Ouackgrass canbe 
retreatedwith another 1 ½ pt/A when regrowth reaches 6 to 8 inches. 
Cropoil concentrate at 1 qt/ A is used with all Poast applications. Avoid cultivation for one week before and one week follow­
ing application. Rainfall within one hour after application will reduce effectiveness. Control of weeds under drought stress is 
diminished. 
Coverageis important. Use flat fan or hollow cone nozzles. Minimum carrier is 10 gpa tor ground and 5 gpa for air. Tank­
mixing with other herbicides except as noted on the label can reduce effectiveness. .Allow at least one day between sequen­
tial applications of other herbicides. Pressure should be 40 to 60 psi. Do not apply within 70 days of harvest. Avoid drift to 
sensitive crops such as corn, sorghum, or cereals. Poast is formulated as a 1.5 lb/ gal liquid. 
Poastand/+ Basagran(SETHoxvD1MAND/+ BENTAZON) 
½-2½ pt Poast 1.5£ and/+ ¾-1 qt Basagran 4L (.1-.5 and/+ ¾-1 lb act) 
Sequentialor tank-mix. Rates and growth stages for specific weeds as for Poast or Basagran alone. Add crop oil concentrate 
as specified for each. Referto section for Poast or Basagran alone. 
. Growthstage of weeds determines sequence reachtreatment 
stagefirst. Allow at least 24 hours between applications, regardless of sequence. Sequentialpreferred. 
SEQUENTIALPOSTEMERGENCE ; usually annual broadleaves 
. Maybe tank-mixed if grasses and broadleaves 
rate of Poast should be increased 50% from that listed to compensate for antagonism. Crop oil concentrate at 1 qt/ A should 
be used. 
TANK-MIXPOSTEMERGENCE are both at proper growth stage; however the 
Poast and/+ Blazer(SETHoxvo1MAND/ +Ac1FLuoRFEN) 
Poast and/+ Basagran+ Blazer(serHoxvD1MAND/+ BENTAzoN+Ac1FLUORFEN) 
½-2½ pt Poast 1.5£ and/+ 1½-2 pt Blazer 2L (.1-.5 and/+ 318-1/2 lb act) 
½-2½ pt Poast 1.5£ and/+ 1-2 pt Basagran4L + 1-2pt Blazer 2L (.1-.5 and/+ ½-1 + ¼-½ lb act) 
Sequentialor tank-mix. Ratesand growth stages for specific weeds as for Poast or Blazer or Poast+ Blazer used as 
separateapplications. 
. Growthstage of weeds determines sequence reachtreatment 
stage first. If Blazer or Basagran+ Blazer is applied first, allow time for grasses to resume growth and produce one new 
leat. Usual time interval is 7 to 10 days before Poast should be applied. If Poast is applied first, allow at least 24 hours before 
applying Blazer or Basagran + Blazer. Use rates and surfactant or crop oil specified in the sections for each herbicide used 
alone. Sequential preferred. 
SEQUENTIALPOSTEMERGENCE ; usually annual broadleaves 
TANK-MIX POSTEMERGENCE. Thesetreatments can be tank-mixed if grasses and broadleaves are both at proper growth 
stages; however the rate of Poast should be increased 50% from that listed to compensate for antagonism. Crop oil concen­
trateat 1 qt/ A is specified. Expect increased leaf burn under some conditions when compared to surfactant which can be 
usedwith the Blazer component in sequential treatment. 
525B/8 
Fusilade2000(FLuAzIFoP-eunL) 
¾-11/zpt Fusilade1E (.1-.2 lb act) 
POSTEMERGENCE. cornwith lowest rates.Fair con­Goodto excellent controlof wild prosomillet, wild cane,and volunteer 
trolof annual grasses.Foxtailusuallyrequiresthe higher rate. Provides ome short-term suppressionof quackgrass at high 
rate.Does not control broadleaved weeds.Excellentcroptolerance. 
Growthrateof treated grassesis reduced soonafter application. Weedsshow leaf yellowingor browning 10to 14 days after 
treatment.Controlof foxtail hasbeen variable undermoisturestressconditions.Volunteercorncontrolis more consistent. 
Ratesare¾ pt/A for wild proso (6-12 in.), wild cane (6-12 in.), volunteercorn(12-24in.). Use 1 pt/A for wild oats and 
volunteersmallgrain (2 to 6 in.). Use 1½ pt/A for barnyard grass (1-2 in.), foxtail and witchgrass(2-4 in.). For 
quackgrass,apply1½ pt/ A when quackgrassis 6-1 O inches. Makea second applicationusing1 pt/ A 2-3 weeks after the 
first application. 
Use1 qt crop oil concentrate or½ pt non-ionicsurfactantper 25 gal of solution withall Fusilade applications.Avoid cultiva­
tionfor one weekbefore and one week afterapplication. Rainfallwithin 1 hour after application will reduceeffectiveness. 
Coverageis important. Do not use flood nozzles.Minimumcarrieris 5 gpa for ground or aerial application.Use40 to 60 psi. 
Tank-mixingwith otherherbicidescan reduce effectiveness. 
Donot apply aftersoybeanbloom or within 100 days of harvest.Do not plant cropsother than soybeansfor 60 days after ap­
plication.Avoiddrift to sensitivecropssuch as corn, sorghum, or cereals. 
Fusilade2000and/+ Blazer(FLuAzIFoP-eurnAN01+ AcIFLUORFEN) 
¾-11/zpt Fusilade 1E and/+ 11/z-2pt Blazer 2l (.1-.2+3/8-1/2 lb act) 
ApplyFusiladeat rate and grass growthstagesas for Fusilade aloneandBlazer at rate and growth stages asfor Blazer used 
alone.Add surfactant or crop oil as directed for each. Referto section for Fusiladeand Blazer alone. 
POSTEMERGENCE. 
stagefirst. If Blazer is applied first, allow time for grasses to resume growthanddevelopa new leaf. Usual time intervalis 7 
to 10 days before Fusi lade shouldbe applied. If Fusi lade is appliedfirst; allow 3 days for annuals and 5 days for perennials 
beforeapplyingBlazer.Sequentialpreferred. 
SEQUENTIAL Growthstageof weeds determinesequence;usuallyannualbroadleavesreach treatment 
TANK-MIXPOSTEMERGENCE.Theseherbicidesmaybe tank-mixed if grassesand broadleaves are both at the proper
growthstage.Usethe rate recommendedforeach herbicide usedalone.Use surfactant additiveasfor Fusilade alone. Crop
oil increases risk of crop injury; apply as for Blazer alone.Some reduced grasscontrolmaybe noted due to antagonism. 
Tank-mixnot suggested if grassesare perennial. 
Roundup(GLYPHosATE) 
Roundupis a non-selective, translocated,foliage applied herbicideusedas a spot treatment for perennialsor in specialized 
applicationequipment.Thesetechniquesallowselectivecontrolof special weedproblemssuch as volunteercorn or wild 
cane. 
SPOT REATMENT.Roundupmay be used at 2 to 4 qt/ A to control smallpatchesof perennial weedssuch as quackgrassor 
Canadathistle.It is usually applied withhand-heldequipment.Useextremecautionto prevent drift. Crop contacted byspray
or drift will be damagedor killed. Referto label for mixingdirectionsand precautions. 
EQUIPMENT. 
cane.Resultswith sunflower havebeenfair. Control of milkweed andhempdogbanehas been more erratic. A height dif­
ferentialis requiredso the taller weeds are treated overthe top of the soybeans.Uniformweed emergence and sufficient 
heightdifferentialimproveresults. Equipment is usually operatedat 3 to 5 mph. Do not add 2,4-Dor other herbicides.Con­
sult label directionsfor the equipmentbeingused. 
SPECIALAPPLICATION Roundupused in specialequipmentgives very goodcontrolof volunteer cornor wild 
"Hand-held"motorizedequipmentsuchas a self-propelled"buggy" is popular for treatingindividualweeds. Mosteffec­
tive for volunteercorn,wild cane, and other grasses.Higherconcentrationsand more completecoverageare required for 
perennialsor broadleaved annuals.A 5% solution(5 qt Roundup in 25 gal) is suggestedfor most equipment.Lowerconcen­
trations(3%) havebeen effective forvolunteercorn if all plantsare uniformly covered.Controlis best if 1/3to ½ of the plant
is sprayed. Theuse of a dye will be helpful in application on grassy annualweeds. 
525B/9 
Roundup(continued) 
"RecirculatingSprayers(RCS)"directthesprayacrossthe top of the soybeans. Boxtypesoperatebetweenthe rows and 
broadcasttypesoperateindependentof row spacing.Spraynot intercepted bytheweedsis collected in a recovery chamber 
andgoesbackthroughthe system.TheRCShasbeenmore effective thantherope wick for hempdogbaneandmilkweed. 
Theconcentrationof Roundupvariesfrom 2 to 6 qt per gallonof water. One gallon of Roundup will usually treat16 to 20 
acres.Equipmentmustbe operated in a mannerthat minimizesdropletdrift and "splash" effects. 
"Roller" applicatorswipethe herbicide ontothetaller weeds. Thecarpetcoveredrolleris continuallywettedwith solution 
and rotates as it movesthroughthefield. Someareequippedwith electronicsensorsthatmaintainproperrollerwetness. 
Rollerapplicatorsavoiddrift andsplashproblems.The Roundup to water ratiois 1 to 19 for corn and wildcaneand1 to 9 for 
broadleavedweeds. One gallon of Roundup usuallytreats25 to 60 acres. 
"Rope Wick" applicatorsutilizesegmentsof soft, braidednylonropewhichserveas wicks. Theropeendsare affixed 
througha hole into a 3- to 4-inchplasticpipe.Theropesremainwetby diffusion as they wipethetallerweeds.Variationsof 
the wick applicatorfeaturelonger,diagonalropeswhicharewettedfroma supply tank. Wickapplicatorsare inexpensive, 
efficient,and simple to operate. Drift and splashproblemsareessentiallyeliminated.Equipmentmustbe operated to avoid 
"drips " fromthe ropes.Thesolutionin the pipe or tank is mixedat a ratioof 1 gallon Roundupto 2 gallons of water.One 
gallonof Roundup will usuallytreat50 to 100acres. 
orGramoxoneParaquat-Plus (PARAQUAT) 
1/z-1 pt Paraquat-PlusorGramoxone2L 
HARVESTAID.Apply½ to 1 pt/ A paraquatwhenat least65% of theseed pods havereacheda mature coloror whenseed 
moistureis under 30%. Thepurposeis to dry weedsto facilitateharvest.Paraquatis the only desiccantlabeledfor useon 
soybeansthatareto be usedotherthan for seedfor planting. Lesseffectiveon large kochiaor Russianthistlethanonother 
activelygrowingweeds.Contactreatment. Minimumcarrieris 20 gpa for groundor 5 gpa for air. Add1 qt X-77spreader 
per 100 galof solution. Do not grazetreatedsoybeanfieldsfor 15 daysafterspraying, and removelivestockat least 30days 
beforeslaughter. Followhandlingprecautions,as paraquatis highlytoxic. RestrictedUsepesticide. 
OTHERSOYBEANHERBICIDES 
VernamorReward (VERNOLATE + EXTENDER+TRIFLURAUN)+ Treflan oR vERNOLATE 
VernamorReward+ Prowl(VERNOLATEoR vERNOLATE+ EXTENDER+ PENDIMETHAUN) 
(VERNOLATE + EXTENDERVernamorReward+ Amiben oR vERNOLATE + CHLORAMBEN) 
Vernam+ Sonalan(VERNOLATE+ ETHALFLURALIN) 
pt Vernam7£ or 2213-4pt Reward6£ + 1-11/zpt Treflan2113-31/z 4£ 
1¾-3 pt Vernam 7£ or 2-31/zpt Reward 6£ + ¾-11/zpt Prowl4£ 
2113 pt Vernam7£ or 2213 pt Reward6£ + 3 qt Amiben1.BLor 1¾ lb Amiben 75DS 
2113-3pt Vernam 7£ + 1¼-31/zpt Sona/an3£ 
. Tank-mix.Incorporateas for Vernamor Rewardalone.Bothherbicidesin the combinations are 
primarilyfor annualgrasscontrolexceptfor Vernam or Reward + Amiben.Deepincorporationof Amiben reducescontrolof 
small-seededannualbroadleavesexceptunderverydryconditions.Fair to goodvelvetleafcontrolwith Vernam or Reward + 
Amiben.Treatmentsappearto have limitedpotentialcomparedto other alternativesavailable.Greatestpotentialis for situa­
tions requiringgrasscontrolgreaterthanexpectedfrom each herbicidealone. Referto sectionsfor eachherbicide alone. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED
5258/10 
VernamorRewardandAmiben(VERNOLATEoR vERNOLATE+ EXTENDERANDcHLORAMBEN) 
VernamorRewardandLorox(VERNOLATEoR vERNOLATE+ EXTENDERANDuNuRON) 
1¾-3pt VernamlE or 2213-4pt Reward6Eand 4-6 qt Amiben1.BLor 2.4-3.6 lb Amiben 750S 
1¾-3pt Vernam7Eor 2213-4pt Reward6Eand 1-2½ lb Lorox 50W 
ANDPREEMERGENCE rateof Vernam or Rewardas for 
Vernamor Rewardalone. ApplyAmibenor Lorox preemergence. Goodto very good controlof several small-seededannual 
broad leaves. Lessconsistentgrasscontrol.Vernam or Rewardgivessomewhatbettervelvetleafcontrolthanotherpreplant 
treatments.Amibenor Loroxfurtherimprovesbroadleafcontrol. Appears to be limited to situationswherevelvetleafis partof 
a serious broadleafproblemand soil factorsexcludethe use of metribuzin. Referto section for each herbicide. 
SPLITPREPLANTINCORPORATED . Incorporatethe recommended 
VernamorReward+Treflan+ Sencoror Lexone (VERNOLATEoR vERNOLATE+EXTENDER+ r IFLURAL1N+METRIeuzIN) 
2113-3½pt VernamlE or 2213-4pt Reward6E + 1pt Treflan4E + ½-¾ pt SencororLexone4L 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED. . Incorporateas for Vernamor RewardaloneThree-waytank-mix . Providesexcellentannual 
grasscontrolandgood to excellentcontrolof annual broadleaves.Vernamor Reward + Sencoror Lex one has providedgood 
to very goodvelvetleafcontrolandwill usuallybe superior to other two-waycombinationsusingtheselowerSencoror Lex­
one rates. Hasmostpotentialfor situations whereSencoror Lexoneratesmustbe minimized. Someearlysearingcan be ex­
pected. MaximumSencoror Lexone rate is ½ pt/ A with Reward. Followsoilprecautionsfor Sencoror Lex one.Referto sec­
tion for Vernam or Rewardalone. 
Treflanand/ + Furloe(TRIFLURAuNAND/ + cIPc) 
Vernamand/ + Furloe(VERNOLATEANDI + cIPc) 
1-2pt Treflan4Eand/ + 2-3 qt Furloe4E 
2113-3pt VernamlE and/ + 2-3 qt Furloe4E 
Furloegivesvery good to excellentcontrolof smartweed andwild buckwheat. Controlof large-seeded annualbroadleavesis 
not improved. Goodto excellent controlof annualgrasses.Verygoodcrop tolerance. Low ratesare for light, low organic 
mattersoil. Minimumcarrieris 10 gpa. Appearsto havelimitedpotential, except wheresmartweedis a major problem.Refer 
to section for eachherbicideusedalone. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED. Tank-mix.Incorporateintothe top 1 ½ to 2 inches of soil as for Treflan or Vernam alone. Split
applicationpreferred, as deep incorporationreducesFurloeperformance. 
ANDPREEMERGENCE 
usedalone. Apply Furloepreemergence.Preferredapplicationmethod. 
SPLITPREPLANTINCORPORATED . IncorporateTreflanor Vernam as recommendedfor eachherbicide 
Treflan + Amiben+ SencororLexone(TRIFLURAUN+ cHLORAMBEN+ METRIeuzIN) 
Prowl+ Amiben+ SencororLexone(PENDIMETHAUN+ cHLORAMBEN+ METRIeuzIN) 
1-2pt TreUan 4E + 3-6 qt Amiben1.BLor 1.8-3.6lb Amlben 750S + 1/z-¾ pt Soncor orLexone4L or 
113-½ lb SencororLoxone75DF 
1½-2½ pt Prowl 4E + 3-6 qt Amiben1.BLor 1.8-3.6lb Amlbon 750S + 1/z-¾ pt Soncor orLoxone4L or 
1/a-½ lb SencororLoxone75DF 
Three-waycombinations.Thesecombinationsare intendedto improveweedcontrolwith Treflanor Prowl+ Amibencom­
binationswhile minimizingthe risk of injury associatedwith Sencoror Lexone.Providesvery goodto excellent controlof 
manyannualweeds; howevercontrolof weedssuchas velvetleafor cockleburis less thanfor the combinationsusingfull 
Sencoror Lex onerates. Appearsto havelimitedpotentialfor mostweedsituations.Followsoil limitationsas for Sencoror 
Lexone. 
. Tank-mixPREPLANTINCORPORATED . Incorporateas for Treflanor Prowlalone. 
5258/11 
Sonal·anand/ + Dual(ETHALFLURAuNANO1+ METOLACHLOR) 
Sonalanand/ + Lasso(ETHALFLURAuNANO1+ ALACHLOR) 
1¼-3 pt Sona/an 3£ and/ + 11/z-3pt Dual BE 
1¼-3 pt Sona/an3Eand/ + 2-4 qt Lasso 4E or 4MT 
Excellentannualgrass control. Bothherbicidesare mosteffectiveon grasses.Combinationusefulfor improvedblack 
nightshadecontrolor for situationswhengrassproblemsare critical. Ratesare essentiallyfull ratesof eachusedalone. 
Limiteddataon crop tolerance.Use3 to 3½ pt/A Sonalanfor blacknightshade.Potentialprimarilyfor nightshadeor to im­
provecontrolof difficult grassproblems.Referto section for Sonalanalone. 
SHALLOWPREPLANTINCORPORATED.Tank-mix. Applyandincorporateasfor Sonalanalone.Use1 pt/A moreLassothan 
for preemergence.Donot incorporateherbicideover2 inchesdeep. 
SPLITPREPLANTINCORPORATED Applyandincorporateusualrateof Sonalanalone.ApplyDualorANDPREEMERGENCE. 
Lassopreemergence.Bandingat planting is convenientand reducescost. 
Prowl+ Dual(PENOIMETHAUN+ METOLACHLOR) 
Prowl+ Lasso(PENO1METHAUNALACHLOR)+ 
Treflan+ Dual(TRIFLURAUN+ METOLACHLOR) 
1-21/zpt Prowl4£ + 11/z-3pt DualBE 
1-21/zpt Prowl 4£ + 21/z-4qt Lasso 4£ or 4MT 
1-2pt Treflan 4E + 11/z-3pt DualBE 
TANK-MIX. Excellentannualgrasscontrol. Bothherbicidesaremosteffectiveon grasses. Thecombinationprovideslittle 
improvementfor manybroadleavesexceptblacknightshade. Alsoimprovesshattercanecontrol.Appearsusefulin limited 
potentialfor weedproblemsin most field situationsunlessannualgrassesarecritical. Referto sectionfor Prowlor Dual or 
Lassoalone. 
SHALLOWPREPLANTINCORPORATED.Prowlcombinations.Incorporateintothe top 1to 2 inchesof soilas for Prowlalone. 
Avoiddeepincorporation. Preemerge_ncesurfaceapplicationlessconsistent. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED intothetop 2 to 3 inches of soil asfor Treflanalone. Deepin­. Treflancombination.Incorporate 
corporationreduceseffectivenessof Dual. 
Modown(BIFENOX) 
3-4 pt Modown4F 
PREEMERGENCE.Mostusefulin shallowpreplantor preemergencecombinationsto improve controlof certain broad leaves. 
Notsuggestedfor usealone. 
Lasso+ Modown(ALACHLOR+ e1FENOX) 
Dual+ Modown(METOLACHLOR+ e1FENOX) 
2-3 qt Lasso 4Eor 4MT + 2½-4 pt Modown 4F (2-3 + 1 ¼-2 lb act) 
1½-3 pt DualBE+ 2½-4 pt Modown4F (1 ½-3 + 1 ¼-2 lb act) 
Tank-mix. Very good to excellentcontrol of severalannual grassesand good control of somesmall-seededannual 
broadleaves.Verygoodonpigweed. Faircontrolof some large-seededannualbroadleaves.Faircroptolerance. Weedcon­
trol andcroptoleranceaffectedlessby variation in soil typethanwith linuronor metribuzincombinations; however, leaf 
burnandstuntingcanbe serious if raindropssplashbifenoxontotheemergingcrop. Yieldsareusuallynot affected. Shallow 
incorporationreducesproblem. Lowratesarefor light, low organicmattersoil. Ratesof 2 qt Lassoor 2 pt Dual+ 3 pt
Modownper acrehavebeensatisfactoryin mostSDSUtests. 
SHALLOWPREPLANTINCORPORATED. Applywithin 7 days of plantingandincorporateintotop 1 inch of soilwith rotary
hoe, shallowfield cultivator, or other suitableequipment.Donotusea disk. Mustbeshallowor weed controlis reduced. 
Lesscrop injury. Furrowplantingmovestreatedsoil from rowarea. 
PREEMERGENCE.Musthave½ to ¾ inchof rain within oneweekafterplanting.Usea rotaryhoeor harrowif rain is not 
receivedwithin 7 days after planting.Methodwill improvecontroland reducerisk of crop injury. 
5258/12 
TreflanandModown(TRIFLURAUNANDe1FENOX) 
ProwlandModown(PENDIMETHALINAND e1FENOX) 
1-2pt Treflan 4E and 3-4 pt Modown4F 
1-3pt Prowl4E and 3-4 pt Modown4F 
Excellentcontrolof annual grassesand very goodcontrol of certainsmall-seededannualbroadleavesuchas pigweed and 
lambsquarters.Faircontrol of certainlarge-seededannualbroadleaves.Faircrop tolerance. Weed control andcrop tolerance 
affectedlessby variations in soil type than for linuronor metribuzin; however,leafburn and stuntingcan be seriousif rain­
dropssplash bifenox ontothe emerging crop.Yieldsare usually notaffected.Use higher rate for denseweed infestations on 
heavysoil. Rates of 1 ½ pt Treflan or 2 pt Prowl and 3 pt of Modown4F per acre havebeen used in most SDSUtests. Note 
precautionsin Treflan or Prowl section. 
ANDPREEMERGENCE. 
ply Modown preemergence. 
SPLITPREPLANTINCORPORATED Incorporatenormalrateor Treflan or Prowl before planting andap­
Modown+ Lasso+ Sencoror Lexone (BtFENox+ ALACHLOR+ MErn1euz1N) 
(BtFENox+ METOLACHLORModown+ Dual+ SencororLexone + METR1euz1N) 
Treflan+ Sencoror Lexone and Modown (TRtFLURAuN+ METR1euz1NAND e1FENOX) 
2½-3 pt Modown4F + 2½-3 qt Lasso4E or 4MT + ½-1 pt SencororLexone4L or 113-213lb Sencor orLexone75DF 
2 ½-3 pt Modown4F + 1 ¼-2 ½ pt Dual BE + ½-1 pt Sencoror Lexone 4L or 113-213lb SencororLexone75DF 
1-2pt Treflan4E + ½-1 pt Sencoror Lexone 4L or 113-213lb Sencor orLexone75DF and 2½-3 pt Modown4F 
Three-waycombinationsutilizing Modownand Sencoror Lexonein the mixturewith another herbicidefor grass control. 
Velvetleaf, sunflower, or cockleburcontrolprimarilyrelatedto rate of metribuzin.Ratesof metribuzin in the combinationgive 
adequatecontrolof several annual broadleavesin two-way combinations.Rates of 2 qt Lasso or 2 pt Dual or 1 ½ pt Treflan 
per acre suggestedfor the grassherbicideused for most soils. Ratesof Sencor or Lexone at½-¾ pt 4L or 1/3-½ 75DF and3 
pt Mod own per acre suggestedfor most soils. 
INCORPORATED. . .Applywithin 7 days of plantingand incor­
porateintothe top 1 inch of soil with a rotary hoe or other suitableequipment. Lessrisk of leaf malformationthanfor surface 
application. 
SH.ALLOWPREPL.ANT Tank-mix. Lasso or Dual combination 
AND PREEMERGENCE. 
Treflan + Sencoror Lexone before plantingand apply Modown preemergence. Somerisk of leaf malformation. 
SPLITTANK-MIXPREPL.ANTINCORPORATED Treflan combinations.Incorporatea tank-mix of 
Lorox(UNURON) 
1-5lb Lorox 50W or 1-5pt Lorox4L 
PREEMERGENCE. Most useful in preemergencecombinationsto improve broadleafcontrol.Notesafety and handlingprecau­
tions. Minimumcarrier is 20 gpa for ground equipment. Not suggested for use alone. 
Sencoror Lexone (METR1euz1N) 
½-1 pt Sencoror Lexone 4L or 113-213lb Sencor orLexone75DF 
Most useful in preplantor preemergence combinationsto improve broadleafcontrol.Not suggested for use alone. 
Surflan(ORYZALIN) 
1-2 lb Surf/an75W or ¾-1 ½ qt Surf/an 4AS 
PREEMERGENCE.hemicallyrelatedto Treflan but does not requireincorporation.Weedcontrolhas been less satisfactory 
thanfor Treflan. Maybe applied in fall or in spring directlyto undisturbed stubble for no-tillsoybeans. Potentialfor use alone 
or in combination with other herbicidesin reduced tillagesystemswill continueto be evaluated. May be tank-mixed at½ to 
1¼ qt/A with Lorox, Sencor, Lexone,Dyanap, Modown, Goal,or Amiben. Maybe applied in liquid fertilizercarrier. 
5258/13 
Lasso+ Amiben+ Sencoror Lexone (ALACHLOR+ cHLORAMBEN+ METR1euz1N) 
+ cHLORAMBEN+ METR1suz1N)Dual+ Amiben+ SencororLexone(METOLACHLOR 
2-3 qt Lasso 4E or 4MT + 4-6 qt Amiben 1.BL or 2.4-3.6 lb Amiben 75DS+ ½-1pt Sencor or Lexone 4L or 113-213lbSencor 
or Lexone 75DF 
1½-3 pt Dual BE + 4-6 qt Amiben 1.BL or 2.4-3.6 lb Amiben 75DS + ½-1 pt Sencor orLexone4L or 113-213lb Sencor or 
Lexone 75DF 
Three-waytank mix. Intended to improve control of certain weeds which are not controlled by Lasso or Dual + Amibencom­
binationwhile reducing the risk of injury associatedwith Sencor or Lexone. Providesverygood to excellent control of many 
annual weeds; however control of weeds such as velvetleaf or cocklebur is less than for the combinations using full Sencor 
or Lexone rate. Appears to have limited potential for most weed situations. Follow soil limitations as for Sencor or Lexone. 
INCORPORATED as for Lasso or Dualalone.SHALLOWPREPLANT . Incorporate 
PREEMERGENCE. As for Lasso or Dual alone. Do not apply after crop emerges. Rainfall required. 
Lasso+ Lorox+ Lexone(ALACHLOR+ uNuRoN + METR1euz1N) 
+ uNuRoN + METR1euz1N)Dual+ Lorox+ Lexone(METOLACHLOR 
1-3 qt Lasso 4E or 4MT + 113-2 pt Lorox 4L + ¼-1 pt Lexone 4L or ¼-% lb Lexone 75DF 
1-2½ pt Dual BE+ 113-2pt Lorox 4L + ¼-1 pt Lexone 4L or ¼-% lb Lexone 75DF 
Three-waytank-mix. Intended to improve control of annual broadleaves while limiting the rate of Lexone; especially on 
marginalsoils. Excellent general broad leaf control. Performance on velvetleaf primarily dependent on Lex onerate. If rates 
are reduced to lessen risk of injury, velvetleaf control diminishes. Rate of 1 ½ pt Lorox+ Lexoneat 2h pt 4L or ½ lb 75DF 
with usual rate of Dual or Lasso suggested for most soils. Thereis considerable risk of injury from the combined effect of 
Loroxand Lexone if full rates listed for each are used. Do not use on light, sandy soil or soil with a pH over 7.5. 
PREEMERGENCE.Applyas soon as possible after plantinq. Do not incorporate or apply after crop emergence. 
Amiben+ Lorox(CHLORAMBEN+ uNuRoN) 
Amiben+ Sencoror Lexone (CHLORAMBEN+ METR1suz1N) 
3-4½ qt Amiben 1. BL or 1. 8-2.7 lb Amiben 75DS+ 213-3 lb Lorox 50W or 1-3 pt Lorox 4L 
3-4½ qt Amiben 1.BL or 1.8-2. 7 lb Amiben 75DS + ½-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 4L or 113-213lb Sencor or Lexone 75DF 
. Tank-mix than annual grasses 
type. Will allow for reducedrates of metribuzinfor small-seededweeds like Russian thistle; however velvetleaf and 
sunflowercontrolwill not be maintained. May be applied in liquid fertilizer. Refer to section for Amiben, or sections for 
Lorox, Sencor, or Lexone combinations. 
PREEMERGENCE . Limiteddata. More effective on annual broadleaves . Adjustrates for soil 
Furloe+ Lasso(c1Pc+ ALACHLOR) 
2-3 qt Furloe 4EC + 2-3 qt Lasso 4E or 4MT 
PREEMERGENCE.Tank-mix.Furloe gives very good to excellent control of smartweedandwild buckwheat. Lassogives very 
goodto excellent control of annual grasses. Less effective on other small-seeded annual broadleaves. Does not control large­
seededannual broadleaves. Preemergencecombinationsbetter than preplant incorporatedFurloe combinations. Use high 
rates for most soils. Very good crop tolerance. Minimum carrier is 5 gpa water. Refer to Lasso section. 
5258/14 
Goal(oxvFLuoRFEN) 
1 ½-2 pt Goal 2E 
PREEMERGENCE.Goal is chemically related to Modown. Weed control and crop effects similar. Most effective on annual 
broadleavedweeds such as pigweed. Faircontrol of certain large-seededbroadleaves.Grass control is usually unsatisfac­
tory. Crop tolerance is marginal. Leaf burn and temporary stunting frequentlynoted. Most emphasis in future will be for use 
in no-till soybeans. Crop tolerance is not associated with soil texture or pH factors. 
Goal + Lasso(OXYFLuoRFEN+ ALACHLOR) 
Goal + Dual(OXYFLUORFEN+ METOLACHLOR) 
1½-2 pt Goal 2E + 1½-2½ qt Lasso 4E or 4MT 
1 ½-2 pt Goal 2E + 1 ½-2½ pt Dual BE 
PREEMERGENCE.Tank-mix. Refer to Goal alone. Provides good to excellent control of annual grasses and certain annual 
broadleaves.Velvetleafor cocklebur control less consistent. Primary emphasis is for use in no-till systems. 
Premerge(01NosEB) 
1 pt-2½ gal Premerge 3L 
Contact herbicide. Follow handling precautionsas it is highly toxic. Minimum carrier is 3 gpa for air and 30 gpa for ground. 
Rates are 2 to 2½ gal/A Premerge. Erratic annual weed control PREEMERGENCE. . Shortresidual. Not for light soil. 
EARLY P0STEMERGENCE. Ratesare 2 to 3 qt/ A Premerge. Apply when soybeansare in cotyledon stage but before first true 
leaves open. Timing is critical. Usually better control than preemergence. Emergedweeds only. Use low rate when 
temperatureis over 75°F. Considerablerisk of leaf burn. 
. Rates are 1 to 2 pt/ A Premerge treatmentfor cocklebur 
from first true leaves until bloom stage. Temporaryleaf burn. Cropunder stress may be permanently damaged. Use at 
grower's risk. Minimum carrier is 3 gpa. 
LATEP0STEMERGENCE . Lowrate for small weeds. Salvage . Apply 
Premerge+ Lasso(01NosEe+ ALACHLOR) 
Premerge+ Dual(01NosEe+ METOLACHLOR) 
Premerge+ Amiben(01NosEe+ cHLORAMBEN) 
Tank-mix 
acre. Refer to Pre merge section. 
PREEMERGENCE. . Ratesare 4 to 6 qt Premerge + 2 to 3 qt Lasso or 1 ½ to 2½ pt Dual SE or 3 to 4 qt Amiben per 
Tank-mix 
Amibenper acre. Referto Premerge section. 
EARLYP0STEMERGENCE. . Ratesare 2 to 3 qt Premerge + 1½ to 3 qt Lasso or 1 ½ to 2½ pt Dual SE or 3 to 4 qt 
Hoelon(01cL0FoP) 
2-3113 pt Hoe/on 3E (¾-1 ¼ lb act) 
P0STEMERGENCE.Good to excellent control of annual grasses. Effective on barnyardgrass, green and yellow foxtail, wild 
oats, andvolunteer corn. Does not control perennial grass or broadleavedweeds.Annual grasses should be in the 1- to 
4-leaf stage and soybeans not beyond the sixth trifoliate leaf. Use 2-2213 pt at the 1- to 2-leaf stage, and 22/3-31/3pt at the 
3-to 4-leaf stage. Do not treat after 4-leaf stage. Yellow foxtail should be treated before the second leaf is fully emerged. 
Treat volunteer corn after all corn has emerged but before first emergedcorn is too tall for thorough coverage into the whorl. 
Add 1 to 2 pt crop oil concentrate when using 2 pt/ A for volunteer corn. Annual grasses are frequently beyond susceptible 
stage and control will be reduced. Coverageis important. Minimumcarrier is 20 gpa for ground or 5 gpa for air. Restricted 
Use Pesticide. 
525B/15 
Dyanap(NAPTALAM+ DINOSEB) 
2-6 qt Oyanap 3L 
Commercialpremix. Contains 2 lb naptalam and 1 lb dinoseb per gallon. Poor to fair annual weed control. Usually used in 
combinationwith other herbicides. 
PREEMERGENCE. .Apply 6 qt/ A Dyanap up to cracking stage. Some risk of crop injury with heavy rainfall 
POSTEMERGENCE.Apply 2 to 4 qt/ A Dyanap in 8 to 10 gal of water after soybeans have second trifoliate leaf but before they 
are 20 inches tall. Use 10 gpa carrier if temperatures are under 80°F. Primarily for cocklebur. Fair sunflower and mustard 
control. High rate is for weeds up to 6 inches tall. Considerable risk of crop leaf burn and stunting. Risk is greater at 
temperatureover 90°F. Do not apply when plants are wet. Use minimum of 40 psi pressure. 
Dyanap+ Lasso(NAPTALAM+ 01NosEe + ALACHLOR) 
Dyanap+ Dual(NAPTALAM+ 01NosEe + METOLACHLOR) 
Dyanap+ Surflan(NAPTALAM+ 01NosEe + oRvzAuN) 
4½-6 qt Oyanap 3L + 2 qt Lassa 4£ or 4MT 
4 ½-6 qt Oyanap 3L+ 1½-2½ pt Dual BE 
4 ½-6 qt Oya nap 3L + 213-1213lb Surf/an 75W or ½-1 ¼ qt Surf/an 4AS 
PREEMERGENCE. Tank-mix. Dyanap contains 2 lb naptalam + 1 lb dinoseb per gallon. Apply before soybeans reach crack­
ing stage. Somewhat erratic. Slight improvement in short-term broadleaved control. Will improve control of cocklebur 
emerging at time of application. Refer to section for each herbicide. 
Blazer+ Butyrac200 or Butoxone (ACIFLUORFEN+ 2,4-DB) 
1 ½-2 pt Blazer 2L + 2 oz Butyrac 200 or Butaxone 2L 
POSTEMERGENCE .. Tank-mix. Primarily for use in special situations where weeds exceed the maximum height for Blazer 
The addition of 2,4-DB provides some improved control of cocklebur, ragweed, and pigweed up to 12 inches tall. Con­
siderable soybean leaf and stem twisting and some yellowing can be expected. Some differential varietal tolerance to 2,4-DB 
has been reported. Do not add oil or surfactant. Do not treat plants under stress. Use maximum recommended rate of Blazer 
and 2 fl oz of Butyrac 200 or Butoxone per acre . .Appearsto have very limited potential for most field situations. Refer to 
Blazer section. 
Basagran+ Butyrac200 (BENTAzoN+ 2,4-DB) 
1 ½-2 pt Basagran 4L + 1/8 pt Butyrac 200 
POSTEMERGENCE . Primarily for improved control of annual morning glory, which escapes Basagran. Thorough . Tank-mix
coverage and early application required, for Basagran increases risk of injury from 2,4-DB portion. Corsoy, Amcor, and SRF 
250 are reported to be more sensitive to 2,4-DB. Do not treat plants under stress. Do not add oil or surfactant . .Appears to 
have very limited potential for most field situations. Refer to Basagran alone. 
Rescue 
Alanap L + Butyrac200 or Butoxone (NAPTALAM+2,4-DB) 
2-3 qt Rescue 2L 
2-3 qt Alanap L 2L + 3-4 fl oz Butyrac 200 or Butaxane 2L 
POSTEMERGENCE. Tank-mix. Or use commercial premix (Rescue) containing 2 lb Alanap Land .06 lb of 2,4-DB active per 
gallon. Primarily intended as a '' rescue'· treatment o control broadleaved annual weeds that cannot be controlled with other 
postemergencetreatments. Most effective on cocklebur, sunflower, and marsh elder. Control has been somewhat variable; 
however weed growth and seed production have been reduced considerably when applied at proper stage. Cocklebur should 
be 10 to 36 inches or until early bloom; sunflower 12 inches through early bud, and marsh elder 12 inches through pollina­
tion. Activity is reduced if applied during low humidity, hot, dry conditions. Maximum effects on weeds usually apparent in 3 
weeks. Rate of 2 to 3 qt/ A of Rescue is equivalent o the tank-mix of 2 to 3 qt Alanap L + 3 to 4 fl oz of Butoxone or Butyrac 
200 per acre. Use high rate for weeds over 10 to 12 inches tall. Add non-ionic surfactant or crop oil concentrate at 2 qt/100 
gal solution. Apply after first bloom to mid bloom. Leaf abnormalities or stunting may be increased with earlier application. 
Corsoy, Amcor, and SRF 250 are reported to be more sensitive to 2 ,4-DB. Spray boom should be 18 to 24 inches above 
weeds or crop. Minimum carrier is 10 gpa for ground or 5 gpa for air. Use 40 to 50 psi pressure to provide a fine spray with 
hollow cone nozzles. Do not apply within 60 days of harvest. 
5258/16 
NO-TILLHERBICIDES 
Bronco(ALACHLOR+ GLYPHOSATE) 
3¼ - 5 qt Bronco4E 
Commercialpremixcontaining2.6 lb alachlor (Lasso)+ 1.4 lb glyphosate (Roundup)active per gallon. Intendedto control 
emergedweedsin no-till situations.Excellentcontrolofemergedannual grasses. Perennialsmay be suppressed. Lassopro­
vides residual annualgrasscontrolbut is dependentuponrainfall before weedsemerge. Broncocan be tank-mixedwith 
Lorox,Lex9ne, or Sencor for improvedannualbroadleafcontrol.Do not apply after cropemergence. 
Dual(METOLACHLOR) 
2½-3 pt Dual BE(2½-3 lb act) 
Intendedto provide initialcontrolof early season weedsandresidualcontrol into the season. Rainfallrequired.Doesnot con­
trol emergedweeds.Primarilyfor annual grasses.Weedcontrolhas been acceptable xceptin seasonswith heavyearly
rainfallthat delays plantingand the overlayapplication.Addparaquator Roundup if weeds emergedat application. Refer to 
sectionfor Dual alone for application directions.Plant with no-tillequipmento minimize soil disturbance. 
EARLYPREPLANTSURFACE.Surfaceapplicationprimarilyfor no-till or reduced till. For application 30-45daysbeforeplan­
ting, use a split applicationand apply 213of the Dual before weeds emergeandapply remaining 1/3at planting. Applications 
lessthan 30 days before plantingmaybe made as a split or single treatment.Appearspromisingfor no-till. Split application 
preferredfor best extendedcontrol.Use high rate for soil type. Plant with no-tillequipmentto minimize soildisturbance.Not 
for sandy soils. 
Dualor Lasso + Sencor(METOLACHLOR + METR1euz1N)o ALACHLOR 
2-3 pt Dual BEor 3-5 qt Lasso 4E + ¾-2 pt Sencor 4L or ½-1.3 lb Sencor 75DF 
Intendedfor initial control in early seasonand for extendedcontrolinto the season.Rainfallrequired.Add Roundup or para­
quat if weeds exceed oneinch at application.Controlsannualgrassesand several annualbroadleaves. Promising program
for no-till. Weed controlhas been goodto excellent, exceptin seasons with heavyearly rainfall thatdelays planting andthe 
overlayapplication.Dualpreferredfor situations requiringmaximuminterval before planting.Donot use on sandy soil. Use 
lower rate on soils havinga calcareous urfacelayeror a pH over 7.5. Refer to sectionfor Dual or Sencor alone.Plant with 
no-tillequipmento minimizesoil disturbance. 
EARLYPREPLANTSURFACE.Apply 15-30days before planting. Split application.Apply approximately 213of the total 
amountearlyand the remaining1/3as an overlay at planting. 
Roundup(GLYPHOSATE) 
Roundupis a non-selective, translocated, foliage appliedherbicideusedin no-till or reduced tillagesystems, as a spot treat­
mentfor perennials, or in specialized applicationequipment. Thereis no soil residual.All emerged vegetationcomingincon­
tact with the herbicide will be damaged or killed. 
NO-TILLor REDUCEDTILLAGESYSTEMS. Roundupmay replace onetillage to controlemergedweeds.It is used in com­
binationwith preemergenceherbicidesto provide residualweed control. Uselowerrate for annual weedsunder6 inches tall 
and high rate for taller annuals. Minimumcarrier is 5 gpa water. Severalcombinationtreatmentsare listed below. 
Amountof product per acre, tank-mix (Liquidformulationsarelisted; however, an equivalent amountof other formulations 
may be used): 
1-1 ½ qt Roundup+ 2-3 qt Lasso+ 1-3 pt Lorox 
1-1 ½ qt Roundup+ 1 ½-2½ pt Dual + 1-3 pt Lorox 
1-1 ½ qt Roundup + 2-3 qt Lasso + ½-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 
1-1½ qt Roundup+ 1½-2½ pt Dual+ ½-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 
1-1 ½ qt Roundup + ½-1 ¼ qt Surflan+ ½-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 
1-1½ qt Roundup+ ½-1¼ qt Surflan + 1-2 pt Lorox 
1-1 ½ qt Roundup + 2-2½ qt Lasso + 4 qt Amiben 
1-1½ qt Roundup+ 2-2½ pt Dual+ 4-6 qt Amiben 
1-1½ qt Roundup+ 1-2½ pt Prowl+ 1-2½ pt Lorox 
1-1½ qt Roundup+ 1-2½ pt Prowl+ .75-1 ptSencororlexone 
5258/17 
orGramoxoneParaquat-Plus (PARAOUAT) 
1-4pt Paraquat-Plus or Gramoxone 2L 
NO-TILLor REDUCED SYSTEMS. is a non-selective, non-residual,contactherbicidewhichcanbe used toTILLAGE Paraquat 
controlemergedweedsat planting. It is used in combinationwithpreemergenceherbicidesfor residual control.Ratesof 1 to 
1½ pt/A paraquat are adequate for small weeds; the high rate is for larger weedsor dense stands.Add 1 to 2 pt X-77 
spreaderper 100 gal of solution.Minimumcarrieris 20 gpa. Thoroughcoverageis very important.Referto harvest aid sec­
tion for precautions.Severalcombinationslabeledfor usewith paraquat are listed below. 
Amountof product per acre, tank-mix(Liquidformulationsare listed; however,an equivalent amount of other formulations 
may be used.Add X-77 at the rate of 1 to 2 pt/100 gal of solution): 
1-2pt paraquat + ¾-1¾ pt Sencor or Lexone 
1-2 pt paraquat + 2-2½ qt Lasso + ½-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 
1-2 pt paraquat + 1 ½-2½ pt Dual + ½-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 
1-2 pt paraquat + 1-2½ pt Prowl + 1-2½ pt Lorox 
1-2 pt paraquat+ 1-2½ pt Prowl + ¾-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 
1-2 pt paraquat + 1½-2½ pt Dual + 1-3 pt Lorox 
1-2 pt paraquat + 2-3 qt Lasso + 1-3 pt Lorox 
1-2 pt paraquat + 2-2½ qt Lasso + 4 qt Amiben 
1-2 pt paraquat + 1½-2½ pt Dual + 4-6 qt Amiben 
2 pt paraquat + ½-1¼ qt Surflan+ ½-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 
2 pt paraquat+ ½-1¼ qt Surf Ian + 1-2 pt Lorox 
SPECIALWEEDPROBLEMSIN SOYBEANS 
AnnualGrasses(FOXTAIL,BARNYAnoGnAss,ANoeun) 
TREFLAN, Preplantincorporated. Equalperformanceat adjustedrates. Excellentcontrolof several foxtail species. Consistentperfor­
PROWLor mance. Goodlate season control.Fairto good on sandbur at higher rates. Referto section for each herbicide. 
SONALAN 
Preemergenceor shallow preplantincorporated. Very good to excellent controlof several foxtail species.Preemergenceap­
LASSOor plicationwith adequate rainfall provides bestcontrolavailable. Lateseasonyellowor bristly foxtailmay escape. Inconsistent 
DUAL on sandbur. Maybe tank-mixed with other herbicideswithoutsignificantlyreducinggrasscontrol. Referto section for Lasso 
or Dual. 
SmallSeededAnnualBroadleaves LAMesauARTEns,KocH1A,sMARTWEED)(PIGWEED, 
SENCOR Preemergence Excellentcontrol. Verygood on mustard. Use with other herbicides. Ratesaslow as or orpre plant incorporated. 
LEXONE ¼ lb/ A active metribuzinusedwith other herbicides frequentlygive adequate controlof light infestations. Usehigherrates 
for best control. Less crop tolerancethanother treatments on variable, high pH, or light soils. Referto sections forSencoror 
Lexone combinations. 
LOROX Preemergence . Slightlyless risk of crop injury than for metribuzin on variable,. Use with other herbicides. Very good control
highpH, or light soils. Referto sections for Lorox combinations. 
MODOWN Preemergenceor very shallowpre plant incorporated.Usewith other herbicides.Excellentonpigweed.Goodcontrol of some 
otherbroadleaves.Crop tolerance affectedlessby soil factors; however, leaf burn and stunting canbe serious. Harrowing 
preemergencetreatmentsreducesleaf burn andstunting. Refer to sectionsfor Mod own combinations. 
525B/18 
AMIBEN Preemergencepreferred. Good to very good control. Fair on mustard. Good crop tolerance on variable soils. Use maximum 
rate for combinationtreatmentsfor best control. Refer to Amiben section. 
Velvetleaf,VeniceMallow 
. Very good control 
weedsonly partially controlled. Crop oil helpful. Weeds emerging later will escape. Best choice for light, variable, or high pH 
soils. Refer to Basagran section. 
BASAGRAN Postemergence . Use 1 ½ pt/ A for weeds up to 2 inches and 1 qt/ A for weeds up to 4 inches tall. Larger 
SENCORor Split preplant incorporated tank-mix with Treflan, Sonalan, Prowl, Lasso, or Dualand additional Sencor or Lexone 
LEXONE preemergenceapplication.Allows for better crop tolerance with high Sencor ates. Best soil-applied treatmentfor velvetleaf. 
Refer to Sencor or Lexone split tank-mix preplant incorporated and preemergence sections. 
Preemergencetank-mixor overlay with other herbicides preferred. Very good control. Use as tank-mix with other herbicides 
or as an overlay for preplant incorporated treatments. Follow precautions for soil factors. Use½ lb/ A active metribuzin if soil 
type allows. Rate of 3/8 lb/ A active metribuzin applied in combination with pre plant incorporated herbicides gives slightly 
less control except under extremely dry conditions. Refer to sections for Sencor or Lexone combinations. 
AMIBEN Preemergencefor Venice mallow. Has provided good to very good control in SDSU tests. Use full rate. Refer to Amiben sec­
tion. 
WildSunflower 
BASAGRAN Best results are with split application using 1½ pt when weeds are 2 inches and 1 pt 10-14 days later. Weeds must be less 
than 4 to 6 inches for single application of 1 qt/ A. 
SENCORor Preemergence. Used as a tank-mix or overlay treatment. Fair control. Use maximum rate for soil type. Most effective soil­
LEXONE applied treatment. Note soil factor precautions in sections for Sencor or Lexone combinations. 
Cocklebur 
BASAGRAN Postemergence. Excellentcontrol. Use 1 ½ pt/ A for weeds up to 6 inches and 1 qt/ A for weeds up to 8 inches tall. Rescue 
treatmentfor larger cocklebur. Refer to Basagran section. 
BlackNightshade 
SONALANand Best control expected.Tank-mix shallow incorporated or apply Sonalan pre plant incorporated and Dual or Lasso 
DUALor LASSO preemergence. Use 3-3 ½ pt/ A Son al an and usual Dual or Lasso rate. 
LASSOor Shallowpreplant incorporated or preemergence. Good control. Use maximum rate for soil type. May be used with other her­
DUAL bicides without reduced control if the Lasso or Dual rate is not reduced. Refer to section for Lasso or Dual. Layby cultivation 
very helpful. 
BLAZER Postemergence. Goodto very good control. Apply when weeds are under 4 inches tall. Riskof leaf burn. Referto Blazer sec­
tion. 
Wild Cane 
TREFLAN Preplantincorporated. Goodcontrol. Use 2-2½ pt/A on most medium and heavy soils. Incorporatethoroughly.Cultivate 
crop. Refer to Treflan section. 
PROWL Preplantincorporated. Goodcontrol. Use2 to 3 pt/A on most medium and heavy soils. Incorporatethoroughly. Cultivate 
crop. Refer to Prowl section. 
VERNAMor Pre plant incorporated. Fairto good control. Use 3 pt/ A on most soils. Use with cultivation. Referto Vernam section. 
REWARD 
525B/19 
LASSO Special rates. Fair to good control. Apply 4 qt/A shallow preplant incorporated and apply 2 qt/A preemergence. 
FUSILADE2000 Postemergence.Excellent control. Apply ¾ pt/ A when wild cane is 6 to 12 inches. Refer to Fusilade section. 
POAST Postemergence.Excellent control. Apply 1 pt/A when wild cane is 6 to 18 inches. Refer to Poast section. 
ROUNDUP Apply in recirculating sprayer, roller, or rope wick applicators. Refer to Roundup section. 
VolunteerCorn 
POAST Postemergence.Excellent control. Apply 1 pt/A when volunteer corn is 6 to 18 inches. Refer to Poast section. 
FUSILADE2000 Postemergence.Excellent control. Apply ¾ pt/ A when volunteer corn is 12 to 24 inches. Refer to Fusilade section. 
ROUNDUP Apply with recirculating sprayer, roller, rope wick, or hand held applicators. Refer to Roundup section. 
BuffaloBur 
BLAZER Postemergence.Partial control. Apply when weeds are under 4 inches tall. Risk of leaf burn. Refer to Blazer section. 
Yellow Nutsedg
LASSOor Pre plant incorporated preferred. Thorough tillage prior to planting helpful. Good to very good control. Dual gives slightly bet­
DUAL ter control. Use maximum rate possible. Refer to shallow preplant incorporated section for Dual or Lasso. 
VERNAMor Pre plant incorporated. Incorporate immediately. Fair to good control. Must use maximum rate for soil type. Refer to Vernam
REWARD section. 
BASAGRAN Postemergence.Apply¾ to 1 qt/ A when weeds are 6 to 8 inches tall. Retreat in 7 to 1 odays if necessary. Good control. 
Crop oil helpful. Useful for spot treatment or as a followup after other treatments. Refer to Basagran section. 
CanadaThistle 
BASAGRAN Postemergence.Fair to good burn to topgrowth. Apply 1 qt/ A when weeds are 8 inches tall to bud stage. Retreat 7 to 1 O days
later if necessary. Crop oil helpful. Refer to Basagran section. 
BLAZER Postemergence.Fair burn of topgrowth. Refer to Blazer section. 
HerbicideCost 
The table below gives the cost per acre for several herbicide treatments, based on average price
for previous season or current season price information available. Each herbicide and selected com
binationsare included. Cost for low and high rates are listed. Prices vary according to location an
quantity. Consult your local dealer for actual prices. 
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HERBICID
HERBICIDE AMT. OF PRODUCT/A COST/A 
Amiben 1. SL 1-1 ½ gal $ 16.00-24.00 
Basagran 4L 1 ½-2 pt 15.75-21.00 
Blazer 2L 1½·2 pt 14.44-19.25 
Butyrac 2L 1 /8 pt .25 
Dual SE 1½-3 pt 9.40-18.75 
Dyanap 2-6 qt 4.60-13.80 
Furloe 4E 2·3 qt 11.40-1705 
Fusilade 4E ¾-1½ pt 22.05-44.05 
Goal 1 ½-2 pt 12.20-16.25 
Hoelon 3E 2-3½ pt 11.30-19.80 
Lasso 4E 2-3½ qt 10.50-18.40 
Lorox 4L 1-5 pt 5.60-27.95 
Modown 4F 3-4 pt 8.25-11.00 
Paraquat, Gramoxone 2L 1-4 pt 5.90-23.50 
Poast 1.5E ½-2½ pt 5.60-27.95 
Premerge3L ½-2½ qt 1 .40· 6.90 
Prowl 4E 1-3 pt 2.80· 8.45 
Rescue 2L 2-3 qt 5.75· 8.65 
Reward 6E 22'3·4 pt 6.65-10.20 
Roundup 3L 1-1½ qt 21.25-31.90 
SencorI Lexone 4L ½-1 pt 6.05-12.15 
Sonalan 3E 1½-3½ pt 4.40-10.30 
Surflan 75W 1-2 lb 11.50-23.00 
3.15· 6.30 
Vernam 7E 2'/J-3½ pt 7 05-10.75 
Sonalan + Dual 1¼-3pt + 1½-3pt 13.80-29.35 
Sonalan + Lasso 1¼-3 pt + 2-4 qt 14.90-31 60 
Sonalan + Amiben 1 ¼-3 pt + 4-6 qt 20.40-34.60 
Sonalan & Lorox 1 ¼-3 pt & 1-5 pt 10.00-38.55 
Son al an & Sencor / Lex one 1 ¼·3 pt + ½·1 pt 10.45-22.70 
Lasso + Amiben 2-2½ qt + 4 qt 26.50-29.15 
Lasso + Sencor/Lexone 2-3 qt + ½-1 pt 16.55-27 .90 
Las so + Lor ox 2-3 qt+ 1-2 pt 16 10-26.95 
Lasso + Modown 2-3 qt + 2½·4 pt 16.70-26.75 
Lasso + Lorox + Lexone 1-3 qt+ 1/a-2 pt+ ¼-1 pt 10.15-39.05 
Lasso + Modown + Sencor/Lexone 2½·3 qt + 2½-3 pt + ½·1 pt 26.05-36.10 
Dual + Amiben 1½-2½ pt+ 4 qt 25.40-31.65 
Dual + Sencor/Lexone 1 ½-2½ pt + ½·1 pt 15.45-27. 75 
Dual + Lorox 1 ½-2½ pt + 1-2 pt 15.00-26 85 
Dual + Modown 1 ½-3 pt + 2½-4 pt 16.25-29. 75 
Dual + Amiben + Sencor/Lexone 1½·3 pt+ 4-6qt + ½-1 pt 31.45-54.90 
Treflan + Amiben 1 ½·2 pt + 4-6 qt 20.75-30.30 
Treflan & Sencor /Lexone 1·2 pt & ½-1 pt 9.20-18.45 
Treflan & Lorox 1-2pt&1·2pt 8.75-17.50 
Treflan + Amiben + Sencor/ Lexone 1-2 pt + 3-6 qt + ½-1 pt 21.20-42.45 
Prowl + Amiben 1½-2½ pt+ 4qt 20.20-23.00 
Prowl & Sencor / Lexone 1-2½ pt & ½-1 pt 8.85-19.15 
Prowl & Lorox 1½-2 ½ pt & 1-2 pt 9.80-18.20 
Basagran + Blazer 1·2 pt+ 1-2 pt 20.15-40.25 
Vernam + Treflan + Sencor/Lexone 2'/J-3½ pt+ 1 pt + ½·¾ pt 16.35-22 95 
Poast & Blazer ½-2½ pt + 1 ½-2 pt 20.00·4 7.20 
Poast & Basagran ½·2½ pt & 1 ½-2 pt 21.35-49.00 
Poast + Basagran + Blazer ¾-3¾ pt + 1-2 pt + 1·2 pt 28.50-82.20 
Poast & Basagran + Blazer ½-2½ pt & 1-2 pt+ 1-2 pt 25.70-68.20 
Fusilade & Blazer ¾-1½pt&1½-2pt 36.50-63.30 
 
